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HL POLLHL POLLHL POLLHL POLLHL POLL
Q : Manipur da tattana
thokpa mob trial
thingbada police ki
achouba thoudang lei
haibasi yaningbra?

 POLL CLOSES AT MIDNIGHT

Yes    No  

Vote thadanabagidamak

www.hueiyenlanpao.com
da visit toubiyu

NGARANG GI RESULT

Q : RIMS Hospital na
Manipur gi meeyamda
peeriba ana layeng gi
khudongchabasing
penningai oibra?

Yes   15%   No    85%

wImxrg F_kT akicjlre...=

"Œ! Î∫‡“̧ÏπÏ“!

Kgq sgrDjx KlM wkTeg
okTjgKg oycgd \kSgrDj...=

·≈§‡ ·A°âK‡ Î≈∫ ö‡⁄·ç
“‡⁄·π·Œ Î“Ô·\A° ⁄‡·Jâ‡...!

öÒ∫K·É Åfi‡⁄ ≥‡R°\ÏπÉç‡...!
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TRIBE AND KINGDOM
The earliest form of

social organization was
based upon blood rela-
tionship and kinship was the
first and strongest bond of
unity. What bound people
together and made them
coherent into a group was
the belief in common
descent and the earliest
and closet unit of kinship
was the family. It is, of
cause, a disputed point
whether tribe, group or
family came first, yet it
cannot be denied that
family constitutes the first
link in the process of the
evolution of the State, and
government must have
begun in a clearly defined
discipline; command and
obedience. Even the advo-
cates of the Matriarchal
Theory ultimately veer
round to the family
recognize the authority of
the patriarch.

With the expansion of
the family arose new
families and the multi-
plication of families led to
the formation of clans and
tribes. Through out the
process of this evolution
sanction of kinship was the
only factor which bound the
people together. Persons
unconnected by ties of
blood, unless admitted into
the tribe by adoption, were
deemed strangers and treat
as enemies. The blood
bound of sonship changed
imperceptibly into the social
bound of the wider
brotherhood. The authority
of the father passed into the
power of the Chief. Once
more under the aegis of
kinship new forms arose
which trans-created it,
kinship created society and

society at length created the
State. The origin of the
political activity of man is,
therefore, embedded in
Aristotle’s cogent remark
that man is a social and
political animal.

It is, then, clear that the
germs of government must
have begun in clearly
defined family discipline
and the patriarch evoked
respect and obedience to
authority. The authority of
the father of the family over
its members was complete
and absolute. The patriarch,
who afterwards becomes
the tribal chieftain, com-
bined unto himself religious,
administrative, judicial and
military power. This is the
evidence of history.

Closely connected with
kinship, as a factor in state-
building, kinship and
religion in the primitive
society were tow aspects of
the same thing and both
acted simultaneously in
welding together families
and tribes Religion was the
sign and seal of common
blood, the expression of its
oneness, its sanctity, its
obligation. When the bonds
of kinship steadily wea-
kened with expansion of the
family into the gens, the
clans and the tribes, a
common form of worship
reinforced the sense of
unity and respect for
authority.

Ancestor-worship, thus,
strengthen the bonds of
family union which

eventually contributed to
the solidarity of the tribe.
When tribes expanded by
incorporation or conquest,
kinship and ancestor-
worship proved weak ties of
union among the diverse
people spread over
extended territory. Common
belief in gods and deities,
or worship of nature
became the cementing
bound of affinity and
comradeship among such
people, although remnants
of the old family worship
and legends of tribal’
heroes still formed a
common national religion
that served as a sanction of
government and low. The
sanction of law in primitive
society was religion and, as
it was the terrible aspect of
religion to primitive minds,
the breaking of law followed
by terrible punishment.

Side by side grow up
superstitions and magical
customs. In primitive
communities magical rites
and incantations were
practiced both privately and
publicity. Anyone who would
propitiate the sprites began
to acquire commanding
importance and unique
influence. He was looked
upon with awe and
reverence and bowed to his
authority, since none could
dare incur the worth of the
magic-man. The sorcerers
become the leader and it is
here that we witness the
emergence of the magic-
kings. Form magician the

step to chief or King was
simple. Magicians gave
way to priests, when people
had lost faith in the spirits
and power of magic. The
priests, too, came into
eminence in the same way
as the magicians. The
evidence available
sufficiently slows that early
Kings were priest-king.
According to Frazer ’s
theory, the first form of
tribal government was the
gerontocracy or council of
old man, representing the
various families constituting
the tribe. Their control over
the tribe was perfect and
complete as they alone
were deemed to be familiar
with the secret mysteries of
the tribal religion. The
importance of religion, as a
force in the evolution of the
State, was not limited to the
earliest State alone. In
Afghanistan religion has,
even now much to do with
politics. Islamic law is a
force behind Pakistan; the
Islamic Republic, religion
still plays an important part
in the political life of the
country. The legacy of
religion in the political life of
the country is found even in
Britain as in the religious
coronation of Kings or
Queens and the Still-half-
consciously lingering view
of law and of State
commands as something
sacred. The tradition of the
divide origin of political
power dies hard.

the origin of the State and
government we must
observe how the kinship
group earned its living. The
basic factor in any society,
is the way it earns it living
all social relations are built
upon provision for those
primary material appetites
without satisfying which life
cannot endure. Among
primitive peoples there
were successive economic
stages that marked the
growing importance of
property and bought about
corresponding charges in
social organisation. The
economic stage, the herds-
man or pastoral stages and
the husband-man or
agricultural stage. They are
universal stages in the
sense that groups generally
passed from the one to the
other, from lower to higher.
The huts man led a mise-
rable existence, moving
about in guest of game and
of wild berries or roots. He
had no property except the
cruds weapons and tools.
The domestic animals,
originally kept as pets,
proved a good way to
provide against future
periods of scarcity. A
huntsman become a
herdsman and flocks and
herds become his wealth.
Simultaneously other forms
of party, for example im-

“Tribe is the progressive growth to become a Kingdom”

proved clothing, weapons,
and domestic utensils,
appeared. Whatever may
have been the earlier form
of the family, pastoral life,
which is marked with
substantial property in
interest, increased the
social dominance of the
male. The patriarch exer-
cised dissolute control over
the family, and over all its
property. When the family
expanded into gen and
tribal, the patriarchal
discipline prepared the way
for tribal government.
Property introduced all
sorts of complication. There
must reside sufficient
power with tribal authorities
to settle property disputes
between different families,
and to regulate and
safeguard the right of
ownership. Thus, the
graduate increase of
property entailed a corres-
ponding intensification of
social control. Tribesman,
who are accustomed
to given unquestioning
obedience to their
respective family heads,
accepted the authority of
the council of Elders and of
the Chieftain who rose out
of the Council.

At the same time,
organized force was
needed to repel the
plundering raids of adjacent
tribes concerted action for
common defence against
the hostile designers of
others strengthened the
solidarity of the tribe and
increase the tension.

Narengbam Samarjit Singh
President,

North East India Development Party (NEIDP)
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